No job is too big or too small for Auckland-based Pallet Racking Solutions Ltd – a leader in pallet racking, shelving design,
supply, council consenting and installation solutions across New Zealand since 2010. Supported by a new 4x2 FUSO Fighter
FK1425, the challenge of transporting a broad range of product has been made easy work.
From wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling warehouse

pallet racking to small-scale retail storage,
PRS caters for a wide market.
“Anything in the pallet racking or shelving
space, we’ve got it covered,” says sales
director Antony Straka.
Needing a better transport solution for
its broad product line than was available
in its existing fleet –and wanting a more
professional look into the bargain – PRS
invested in a new FUSO Fighter FK1425.
With an eye-catching livery, the 13.5T
curtainsider delivers all over the North
Island and has been a welcome addition
to the business.

“This truck is the perfect size for our
deliveries, be it frames, beams, or industrial

Financial

shelving,” says Antony.
The 184kW / 761Nm turbocharged diesel
engine also makes light work of any heavy
lifting that might be required.

“We have 100% confidence in this truck to
perform how we need it to, maintaining
a reliable and professional service for years
to come.”
Read the full story and more online!

“Some of our racking systems comprise of
reasonably heavy components, but this
truck has the power and weight capacity
to get any product where it needs to be.”
Antony says PRS’ dedicated driver Billy
Perham is “100% happy with the driveability
and comfort of his new ‘office’.”

Fighter FK1425
GVM

13,500kg

Power / Torque
184kW / 761Nm

Fulfilling the philosophy of ‘Everything, In Its
Place’, the new Fighter has fitted seamlessly
into PRS’ operations and is enabling the
company to deliver on that promise to its
customers.

Transmission
5-spd auto

Wheelbase

4,270mm / 5,210mm
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We look after our own

